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Gemini May 22-June 22

Get your act together and don’t be taken for a fool. Enjoy the ride
you have signed up for, but keep it in mind that you can abort your
present destination if it doesn’t feel comfortable. Take the initiative
and make contact with someone special. WATCH FOR: Making smart moves.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 063 €1.27p/m. Text Gemini to 53307 €0.61p/day

Cancer June23-July 23

You can fool some of the people some of the time. Bucketloads of
forgiveness and understanding may be needed. Extend the hand of
friendship, but do not hand around the peace pipe unless you really
mean it. WATCH FOR: Lucky breaks.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 063 €1.27p/m. Text Cancer to 53307 €0.61p/day

Leo July 24-August 23

Lose those worries and insecurities, as the wheel is about to turn in
your favour. Sit back and allow fate to take a hand. At the moment
you are hampering your own progress with doubt. Be careful whom
you trust and protect your interests. WATCH FOR: Laughter is healing.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 065 €1.27p/m. Text Leo to 53307 €0.61p/day

Virgo August 25-September 23

Peace will descend closing a matter dear to your heart. Never mind
finances, you deserve that trip of a lifetime. Your plans are feasible so
proceed with confidence. Put emotional upset to one side and don’t
get drawn into conflict. WATCH FOR: Magnanimity brings benefits!
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 066 €1.27p/m. Text Virgo to 53307 €0.61p/day

Libra September 24-October 23

Call a halt to the conflicting voices in your head and enjoy a bit of
silence. Reserve judgement on a situation and leave certain things
to the hand of fate. Love finds a way through the direst trials, so have
faith in that at least. WATCH FOR: Putting the past behind you.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 067 €1.27p/m. Text Libra to 53307 €0.61p/day

Scorpio October 24-November 22

If life is all work and no play, try to redress the balance. Have fun and
enjoy the mischief in the air. Romantically you will be the focus of
attention, so do not let it go to your head. Be realistic with a work project and do not push people too far. WATCH FOR: Prosperity and abundance.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 069 €1.27p/m. Text Scorpio to 53307 €0.61p/day

Sagittarius November 23-December 21

Try to display more trust in friendships and your good nature will be
rewarded. There are only certain things you can control. Do not allow
your independent streak to isolate you. A pleasant financial surprise is
imminent. WATCH FOR: Not worrying unduly.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 069 €1.27p/m. Text Sagittarius to 53307 €0.61p/day

Capricorn December 22-January 20

Love is set to wake you up and catch you out. It is time for a
much-needed break. Go with the flow with matters of the heart and
certainly do not force issues. Get a medical check up if you are under
par. WATCH FOR: The integrity of others.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 070 €1.27p/m. Text Capricorn to 53307 €0.61p/day

Aquarius January 21-February 19

Patient waiting must give way to specific action. Stop acting out the
role of loser in love, as it is not a true reflection of your sexy spirit.
You do not need to go there. Who is pulling your strings? Dare to be
defiant if someone has taken you over. WATCH FOR: Good decisions.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 062 €1.27p/m. Text Aquarius to 53307 €0.61p/day

Pisces February 20-March 21

Streamline your life Pisces so that you can swim freely and make
headway. Give loved ones a bit more personal space and enjoy
your own company. It is time now to relax after a testing episode, or
several. WATCH FOR: Open minds and hearts.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 062 €1.27p/m. Text Pisces to 53307 €0.61p/day

Aries March 22-April 20

Things will change in unexpected, spectacular ways. A sense of
feeling hard done by will soon shift. Luck is on your side and in your
corner. Survivor is your middle name so take a bow and review what
you have held together. WATCH FOR: Timely moments.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 061 €1.27p/m. Text Aries to 53307 €0.61p/day

Taurus April 21-May21

If you remain modest, philosophical and true, the rest of the world
will catch up and acknowledge your talents in the natural scheme of
things. Emotional turmoil can be turned upside down if you take that
leap of faith. WATCH FOR: Someone thinking of you from the past.
Weekly horoscope 1560 475 062 €1.27p/m. Text Taurus to 53307 €0.61p/day
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Lynda McCarthy asks why a walking, talking ‘mucus plug’ can’t win the election?

We’re all watching
you, Mr Trump

I

’M DEDICATING my first open letter to you
Mr. Trump because, quite frankly, I think you
get a hard time of it. You’ve been pretty clear
about what you want and it’s everyone else
who is getting in your way. Can’t a billionaire
with no political experience have a dream? A dream
to be the most powerful man in the world? A dream
that he conjured up a few years ago on a whim and
is now throwing a tantrum because it looks like it
might not come to fruition? Is that too much to ask?
And the problem isn’t you, Mr. Trump. The
problem is everyone else. These days you can’t do
any of the fun things that were allowed before.
Suddenly you’re running for president and it’s not
OK to sexually assault women, who knew? You just
want to make America great again, get back to the
good old days where men were men, the drinks were
strong and it was legal to own another human being.
The world has gone P.C. mad. Where are the protests defending the rights of rich white men? Why
is nobody standing up for people like you anymore?
They’re afraid, most probably – they look at you, a
human ballbag, and think ‘this sentient scrotum will
change the world and we can’t handle it’.
They’re worried about your ideas you see, they
see you, a rancid sack of loose flesh and pan stick
foundation with some hair added for realism and see
that you’re a visionary of your time. You’re a taboo
breaker, a subversive, say-it-like-it-is mutineer who
just wants the liberty to talk about his admiration
for Saddam Hussein and his own daughter’s ass like
any potential leader of the free world.
And you know who’s really at fault don’t you?
Hillary – a woman who has done nothing but thwart
your presidential aspirations with her ‘facts’ and
‘experience’. All that woman does is whine – it’s all
‘equal pay this’ and ‘please stop rating women
out of 10’ that. If she ever took a break from her
lifelong devotion to her career she’d realise that
sometimes a joke is just a joke, and sometimes you
want to sit in a steam room with a handful of your
closest billionaire buddies and have a chat about
how all immigrants are rapists.
I don’t live in America, Mr. Trump, but I am
familiar with the concept of the American Dream
– the idea that a simple-minded, bloated carcass
of a person can start out with nothing more than a
14-million-dollar loan from his father and end up
with access to nuclear codes is a tale as old as time.
Okay, so you’re not ‘book smart’, but most of
those people complaining that you have no fiscal or
military plans for the future of their country are all
paying their taxes – and you apparently gave up that

“MANUFACTURING FEAR”: Donald Trump, with daughter Ivanka
practice years ago, so who’s the chump now?
When I watched you during the debates,
gurning and spitting like a partially plucked Muppet,
I thought ‘that man really speaks for the people’.
Not brown people, of course, or women, Muslims or
the poor… but some people. You speak to the scared
ones, you fill them up with words about strength
but what you’re really doing is manufacturing more
fear, picking at their insecurities like a scab. You tell
them that they’re not safe but that you’ll make them
safe, that you will give them jobs and protect their
families. And listen, if someone who is little more
than a walking, talking mucus plug with a wig can
become the Republican presidential nomination in
2016, who knows what could happen?
Anyway, I just wanted to let you know that the
rest of the world is watching Mr. Trump. And we
will build a wall to keep you out if necessary.

